Leverage Adjustment Description

CPT International leverage adjustment policy will be adjusted to the corresponding leverage level in strict
accordance with the account equity.
Note: The leverage here refers to the leverage of the account, which only affects the trading of foreign
exchange and precious metals. The corresponding relationship between the current amount of funds and
leverage is shown in the following table:

Real-time net worth (Dollar）
0 – 20,000（Excluded）
20,000（Contain）- 50,000（Excluded）
50,000（Contain）- 100,000（Excluded）
100,000（Contain）- 200,000（Excluded）
200,000（Contain）- 1,000,000（Excluded）
1,000,000 and above (Contain）

Leverage multiple
1:500
1:400
1:300
1:200
1:100
1:50

Example of adjustment rules
Assuming an initial deposit of $10,000 for an account, the initial leverage is 1:500. After the profit of the
transaction becomes $20,000, CPT International will adjust the leverage of the account to 1:400. If the net
value of the account changes to $19,999.99 on the next system scan, the leverage will be reverted to 1:500.
Since all adjustment leverage operations are performed manually based on the account equity, CPT
International recommends that the trader control the trading position to avoid the account being forced to
close due to adjustment leverage. CPT International assumes no responsibility for the loss of forced
liquidation caused by the adjustment of the leverage after the change in net worth.
Market Manipulation Prohibited
Traders are prohibited from engaging in Market Manipulation.
Market Manipulation of any kind is strictly prohibited. Market Manipulation is defined as actions taken
by any market participant or a person acting in concert with a participant which are intended to:
I) Deceive or mislead other Traders; ii) Artificially control or manipulate the price or trading volume of an
Asset; or iii) Aid, abet, enable, finance, support, or endorse either of the above. This may include actions
on Coinbase Pro/Exchange and/or outside of Coinbase Pro/Exchange.
Market Manipulation specifically includes, without limitation: front-running, wash trading, spoofing,
layering, churning, and quote stuffing.

